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Abstract Mobile technology plays an increasing role in
museum and cultural heritage contexts. In most cases, these
tools support the relatively passive consumption of expert
interpretations, or the unguided generation of content by
users. This paper explores the potential for technologies to
help museum visitors, encountering unfamiliar objects, to
engage with them as a skilled professional interpreter
would, through structured mobile experiences that focus on
creating multimedia content. We explore this concept in
the area of artefact interpretation and specifically how to
enact a structured process of interpretation, as would
commonly be taught in courses dedicated to the analytical
diagnostics of visual evidence, such as Classical Archaeology or Art History. We discuss two field trials of prototype systems through which the structured creation of
multimedia forms a basis for learning to interpret historical
artefacts conducted in contexts of both formal and informal
learning. By describing, implementing, and evaluating this
approach, we contribute understanding of a new way to
conceptualise active engagement in museum contexts,
through the effective use of scaffolding and user generation
of multimedia. We identify issues around the properties
and flexibilities of multiple media for this purpose, links
between provision for procedural and factual learning, and
the value of media creation-based structures in improving
the skills and confidence to interpret.
Keywords E-learning  Entertainment  Interaction
design  User studies  Scaffolding
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1 Introduction
Museum, attraction, and cultural heritage visiting has
become an important context of research for HCI, UbiComp and Educational Technology. Work in this area has
developed and evaluated various forms of guides, uses of
locative media, and enhancements to the visitor experience.
Visiting attractions such as museums is a commonplace
form of learning. This can occur formally as part of a field
trip, or informally, as a setting in which learning occurs
through cultural visiting. Technologies deployed in these
areas have been seen to have the capacity to provide
information, interpretations, or to help to generate
mementos [5, 8, 21].
This paper focuses on end-user content creation as an
active process that can be structured in various ways, in
order to guide users through a process of interpretation of
an artefact. We intend to create a sweet spot between
enabling the user’s own interpretative and creative
approaches to come forward, and supporting the user to
learn and apply a ‘professional vision’—the socially
organised ways of seeing and understanding [10] that
experts use in their processes of interpretation.
It is now well understood that to improve the potential
of technology to aid learning, it is important to go beyond
the passive provision of information, towards more ‘active’
learning approaches that engage and develop problem
solving, communication, or collaboration skills [4, 13, 19,
21]. However, such approaches are far more common
within formal education [6]. In formal settings, learners can
be expected to have substantial time allocated to learn
topics and to become familiar with technologies, with
support from knowledgeable teachers. Additional challenges for museums as they cater for informal learning is
that visitors will come with widely differing prior
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knowledge and experience, will have a range of goals for
their visit, and are less likely to have the support of a
knowledgeable other [6].
One strand of relevant prior work has created technologies that structure the learning of scientific inquiry in
both formal and informal learning [4, 17, 24]. This
approach allows topics of personal interest to be explored,
while providing scaffolding to follow and so learn a standardised scientific procedure. Here we explore whether and
how similar techniques can be applied to interpretation of
artefacts, by building and evaluating systems that structure
the user’s interpretation activity according to processes
understood by experts, as taught in classical-archaeological
and art-historical education.
A second strand of relevant research has highlighted the
potential for the creation of photo-stories or media-based
comics, both in school science education [22], and as a
means to produce engaging mementos of visits to attractions [5]. At the present time, the status of user generation
of media in museums as an ‘active’ learning process is
uncertain, with one study suggesting that basic acts of
photo taking might be detrimental to recognition and
memory of the artefacts studied. However, more detailed
activities such as photographing parts of an artefact appear
to counter this ‘photo-taking-impairment’ effect [11]. More
generally, the active use of mobile devices can add cognitive demands in a context that is already full of new
sensory information. However, such use also provides
scope for multiple forms of representation to be interacted
with, therefore holding potential to aid knowledge integration and movement between different levels of detail
[21].
A review of research that seeks to bridge the gap
between formal and informal learning by science students
suggests a variety of findings that are relevant: That time
spent attending to museum exhibits can be predictive of
learning; that time spent and learning can be increased by
greater interactivity or capacity for manipulation; that
student’s attitudes are more positive towards structured
exhibits, rather than those lacking structure; and that
guidance may be more valuable to learning than exhibit
labels [12].
Further exploration is therefore required to consider
whether and how media creation with mobile devices—a
now commonplace activity in visiting experiences—has
value as a means of active engagement that could promote
learning. In particular, the research above suggests the
potential importance of scaffolding through technological
guidance (e.g. systems that prompt visitors to go beyond
simple photo taking, and explore the details of an artefact).
Here we design and evaluate such a form of scaffolded
media creation that guides users towards carrying out the
process of interpreting artefacts through the structure of a
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simplified expert model [27]. Our tool/activity constitutes
scaffolding as it gives users enough assistance to learn the
process of interpreting artefacts through a structure/expert
model that shows the expert way of carrying out the task
[27] by breaking the task of interpreting an artefact into
smaller tasks, facilitating the understanding of the process.
Our aim is that users will therefore be able to organise their
interpretive ideas through more specific questions [20],
which promotes a deeper understanding and new knowledge [27].
Given the domain, specific elements of scaffolding were
developed on the basis of the art-historical method of
iconology [16]. Through this, we aimed to help users
becoming aware of the process of interpreting an artefact,
to then be able to apply the strategy proposed by the expert
model in other situations [17], and ultimately, to analyse
and interpret an artefact independently.
A final strand of work that we build upon considers how
to design technology to support the sharing of a process
involving interpretation in the context of cultural visiting.
In prior work, ‘gifting experiences’ to others was found to
promote personalisation and increase the social aspects of
visiting [8]. As an extension of this, the work described in
this paper explores how structures representing an interpretation process could be firstly designed by experts in a
field, and then shared with multiple individuals, who then
create their own interpretive responses within the given
structure. Such an approach could fit with both the value of
designing for multiple meanings and interpretations, identified in HCI literature [9, 23], and trends within the
museum sector to encourage the opening up of authority—
with interpretation being no longer solely the preserve of
curators and experts [18, 25]. The approach defined here
repositions the role of these experts in the museum towards
the sharing of procedural knowledge for their individual
reuse.
In the following sections, we describe two prototype
design and evaluation studies that employ this approach in
two different museum settings, and within formal and
informal learning situations. Through this, we can evaluate
instances of the system across a spectrum of potential users
and uses. In both of the studies, we make use of different
levels of structure in the activity, not as an experimental
methodology but as a qualitative explorative field trial of
interactions with the technology, following the tradition of
such studies in this domain.
Our contribution in this paper is to outline and evidence
a potential approach for more active, guided engagement
through technology in museums. This balances the provision of structures through which a procedure for interpretation can be followed, with space for the content of these
interpretations to be produced by the individual. In evaluating this concept, we explore how such an approach can
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increase the ability and confidence to interpret objects, and
also explore how various types of media creation activities
play a role in achieving this active engagement.

2 Initial study: designing an experience
in the context of formal classical-archaeological
and art-historical education
2.1 Approach to design
In order to explore the area outlined above, we designed a
mobile experience that adopted processes used in formal
classical-archaeological and art-historical education and
scholarship, as a basis for a new form of museum-based
activity. As a first step, a formal learning situation had the
advantage of being more familiar and well-defined as a
starting point for the cross-disciplinary research team,
when compared to informal learning. For example, there
were expected learning outcomes and related existing
activities from courses that could be discussed and drawn
upon when designing the activity. Classical Archaeology,
as other areas of culture-historical study, continuously
draws upon the analysis of physical artefacts; hence,
interpretation skills are a key learning outcome from
courses in the subject.
To develop the basic form of the activity (outlined in
Table 1), a classical archaeologist and learning scientist
worked together to represent structures and knowledge of
the interpretation of historical artefacts in a way that was
akin to the procedures expected to be learnt during a formal
education in classical-archaeological and art-historical

analysis and interpretation. Subsequently, a series of three
design workshops were held with experts in artefact
interpretation, education, curation and technology design to
further refine the design. The results of these workshops
were informed by Panofsky’s three-step model of art-historical analysis and interpretation [16]. A model of the
procedure to be learnt was formalised. This model then
formed the basis for the design of a structured mobile
experience by a team including computer science, HCI and
art-historical expertise. In this context, and inspired by
prior work involving media creation in visiting contexts [5,
11, 22], it was decided to facilitate the construction of
multi-modal interpretations through the creation of different media (video, images, audio recordings, and text),
which would represent the user’s interpretation.
The intent of the research team was that could also be
envisaged as a system to potentially replace outcomes that
might typically take the form of a written assignment in
classical-archaeological and art-historical education. It was
also noted for future work that field trips often had very
limited outcomes, or limited use of the experience gained
after the event, and that this approach could be connected
into longer term teaching and learning strategies in a
variety of innovative ways.
2.2 Prototype development
In order to explore and evaluate the potential of structured
interpretation activities that combined professional vision
with media creation, two contrasting experiences were
designed; a structured activity based on the model of
interpretation described above in Table 1, and an

Table 1 The initial structure for the activity designed by experts in classics and learning science
Step 1: Technical description (*5 min)
Step 1.1 Space, location and subject matter

Object basics: Record the space and place of the object and what is represents

Step 1.1 Material

Material: Record information about the material

Step 1.2 Condition/change

Restoration: Record and describe the parts that are damaged or show modern restoration

Step 2: Systematic description (*15 min)
Step 2.1 Individual components of the object

Components: Record and describe the individual components. In this case: face and hair, dress,
body posture; attributes; female a/b

Step 2.2 Relationship of the individual
components of the object

Relationships: Record and describe the relationship of the individual components. In this case: the
relationship between female a/b, incl. also relationship to any attributes or surrounding features

Step 3: Iconographic comparison (*10 min)
Step 3.1 Input

Present a choice of objects used for iconographic comparison with the object focused on—include
objects that are particularly relevant, but also include objects which are not relevant; slideshow
of objects with brief descriptions

Step 3.2

Comparison: Respond on relevance of comparative material

Step 4: Interpretation (*10 min)
Step 4.1

Record information about interpretive judgments such as date of creation and what the object
represents
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unstructured activity, which supported the capture of media
and text about an object in a basic way, as a means of
comparison that would allow us to evaluate the impact of
the devised structure on the experience of users.
Both experiences were implemented using the Wordpress platform. This allowed the rapid development of
mobile-optimised, web-based structures that could prompt
the user in various ways, and capture their responses in
multiple media types. These allowed the collection of
multimedia in the museum and gallery space, and prompted users to complete tasks in a linear series of stages,
through capturing media and answering questions.

a set period of time to complete the given tasks, but this
timing was not enforced (Fig. 1).
2.2.2 The unstructured experience
The unstructured experience allowed participants to share
their thoughts and reflections and to capture a range of
media: video, text, photographs and audio recordings, via a
web-interface. In contrast to the structured experience, it
gave no prompts or guidance as to what to focus on or
capture. Instead it only provided spaces in which to add
each type of media in connection with the relevant object
that was focused on.

2.2.1 The structured experience
2.3 Evaluation
The structured experience was designed to formalise an
artefact agnostic process for interpreting artefacts that
would be accessible to beginners, yet give them an
appreciation of the professional vision of the expert classical archaeologist. The activity was designed so that users
were directed to create media responses to system prompts,
following the structure defined in Table 1. Tasks could
involve taking photographs of the artefacts, making audio
and video recordings, text entry, or a combination of these.
Through this approach, the design aimed to encourage
active viewing, an active engagement with the artefacts by
creating individual media responses, rather than passive
viewing of museum objects.
For each prompt, users are expected to provide short text
interventions alongside pictures, video or audio, in order to
describe and capture particular aspects of the artefact.
Multiple-choice questions were also given as part of
Sect. 4, in order to explore the potential of this form of
interaction to prompt structured interpretation. At the
beginning of each stage, participants were advised to spend

Fig. 1 Example screenshots from the structured activity
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These structured and unstructured experiences were tested
with a group of four Classics students at Chatsworth House
in Derbyshire, UK, as they interpreted two classic Roman
statues in the collection. Three members of this group were
undergraduate students, and the fourth was a postgraduate
student. They were identified as potential users of this type
of system, if it were to be deployed in formal or informal
learning settings and were recruited directly via University
mailing lists.
Due to the lack of an accessible WiFi network or
stable mobile data connection on site, a server hosting the
system was set up locally using a laptop. This acted as a
WiFi hotspot for the mobile devices to connect to and
hosted the activity structures and media content. An additional advantage of this approach was that media transfer
was fast and reliable when compared to mobile data; thus,
users were not significantly slowed down when uploading
video-, audio-, or image-based responses.
In order to gain familiarity with the Android smartphones provided for the trial and their media capture
capabilities, the participants were initially invited to collect
data from artefacts of their own choice at the site. After this
introductory activity, participants were instructed to take
part in the structured activity designed for a specific statue
group in the collection displaying an older and a younger
woman in interaction with each other. Participants worked
around each statue at the same time.
This structured activity was then followed by the
unstructured activity described above, where the participants were asked to work on a second artefact and collect
media, without being given any specific instructions; in this
way, the second activity involved again the possibility of
submitting images, video/audio recordings and text entries,
but did not provide concrete questions; participants were
free to follow their own approach to recording their interpretation of the artefact. By using this ordering, the
research team intended to observe the extent to which
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participants exposed to the structured activity first (based
on the art-historical analysis trajectory employed by
experts) would learn and so be able to repeat and apply the
learned process of interpretation.
After the session, participants were asked to give feedback on their experiences with the activity and the technology. These data were collected through individual
audio-recorded semi-structured interviews. These first
prompted participants to relate the positive and negative
aspects of the experience. Participants were prompted to
give responses with regard to the interface design, the
activity design, and the framing and scaffolding provided
by the activity. They were also asked to consider if the
prototype could be used as an assessment tool, and if so, if
they would prefer this as a group activity or an individual
task. Finally, they were encouraged to give any other
comments.
In order to reflect on the impact of the experience after
the event, a 2-h focus group session was conducted in the
week following the visit. In this activity, participants and
researchers explored the media captured during the visit,
with commentary given by participants as to their reasons
for capturing particular media, further reflection on how the
activity had informed learning and might form a part of
formal education, and discussion of ideas for future iterations of the technology (Fig. 2).
2.4 Findings
We focus our description of findings on the use of multimedia to capture and represent aspects of interpretation,

and the identifiable ways in which the structures provided
impacted on the activities and experiences of the
participants.
2.4.1 Use of multimedia
Overall, participants spent a greater amount of time than
expected carrying out the activity. Although a total of
40 min for the structured activity was suggested to participants, each spent over an hour on the task. While this
amount of engagement was considered positive, we also
had concerns that large amounts of time had been spent
entering lengthy text responses, which had not been our
intention.
The possibility of building a multi-modal interpretation
of the artefacts was a common positive in comments from
participants, as it helped them to think about the artefact in
a more independent and analytical way. Photographs were
reported to be the participant’s preferred media, since it
allowed them ‘to go close and get exquisite details’ (Participant 2—focus group session). In some cases photographs were used in such a way as to ‘to guide the reader,
giving a description and an illustrative image’ (Participant
2—focus group session). This showed that a factor in the
engagement was the notion of producing something that
would be later viewed by others.
Taking photographs provided opportunities for creative
approaches to representing interpretations within an easyto-use structure. For example, Fig. 3 (top) shows two
photographs created by a participant in response to the
Systematic Description task. Here, it can be seen that the
camera is used to demark sections of the piece. Accompanying text then detailed the features within each of these,
for the image on the left, this read:
Woman=Stern face. Full chin. Pressed lips with
hollow at corners. Folds either side of nose deep.
…Gaze slightly higher face slightly inclined down.
Massive hair in foamy mass, snail shell curls with
interstices drilled. Girl=smaller scale head. Lips
pursed in pout…Lighter lidded eyes. Small ears
partially covered by hair in extreme waves.

Fig. 2 Participants during the study recording multimedia materials
to represent their views of the artefact, in this case a Roman statue
group of two female figures

Other participants broke up the systematic description in
different ways to this, for example focusing on particular
features as show in Fig. 4 (bottom). This provided evidence
that while multimedia creation supported structured systematic interrogation and representation of the findings, it
also allowed for individual choice and style.
It was observed that audio recordings were not used as
expected—as a quick means of capturing responses without
resorting to typing. From the participants’ interviews, it
was highlighted that despite appreciating the capabilities of
audio recording to explain the characteristics of the
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Fig. 3 Images taken by
participants. P1 (top-left and
top-right) passes over the
sculpture from top to bottom, P2
(bottom-left and bottom-right),
picks out individual features

Nevertheless, one of the four participants used video
recording in most of their responses, affirming that ‘I used
video for describing the object and text to back it up; video
recordings work better for capturing location’. (Participant
2—focus group session). The same participant stated that
using photographs and video recordings to complement
text entries could replace time spent on typing descriptions.
2.4.2 Activity structure

Fig. 4 One of three images submitted by P9 focusing on damaged
parts of the artefact

artefact, participants tended to use text entries so that they
would not distract other participants from their activities.
Similarly, while some participants felt tempted to use video
recordings, the fact that there was not much space to move
around reduced the opportunities to do so effectively. For
example stating that:
‘A video would be valuable; but in this case the
artefact was it is presented so frontally, so there was
not so much space to do that. So even though I did
not use it this time, I can think of lot of cases when I
would.’ Participant 4 – individual audio-recorded
interview
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Regarding the type of activity, all participants agreed that
the structured activity was very informative in supporting
an appreciation of expert interpretation processes. However, some participants noted that the unstructured activity
gave them the potential to demonstrate their knowledge,
without limitations or assistance. Reflecting on this, they
noted that their level of existing knowledge and confidence
were key factors in their enjoyment and benefit of each
approach. This is in line with expectations of scaffolding,
which suggest that supporting structures are only appropriate in relation to particular levels of knowledge.
In this situation, however, other potential benefits are
highlighted in terms of supporting effective learning in the
museum context. All of the participants highlighted the
importance of following an appropriate process of interpreting an artefact and noted the potential value of the
structured activity. e.g.:
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‘If you give people an open text box, they would want
to go straight forward to the final analysis, whereas
taking through those stages, you have to focus on
each point and fine details.’ (Participant 4 – individual audio-recorded interview)
All the participants agreed that the unstructured
activity made them write an essay-like response, but not
perhaps a ‘good’ essay, as they failed to integrate
information well. This suggested that the structured
activity would help to teach new skills, in order to then
write better essays. Their context when conducting this
activity—in a museum setting with a mobile device—led
them to suggest that they would not conduct any significant research of their own in situ, and also that while
they were aware that they should impose some form of
structure on their responses, to the unstructured activity,
they did not do this well or at all. As such, it is
important to consider that the museum context itself can
exacerbate difficulties in conducting interpretation-related activities and that structured media creation could
augment and overcome these.
Amongst all the tasks, Iconographic Comparison
appeared the most popular, as it provided the potential to
access other artefacts beyond those present in the museum
itself, and use these as context for interpretation. In this
way, the system combined the support offered by a procedural structure with additional resources that presented
more information to use in interpreting the artefact. This
does, however, create a tension with our plans for an
artefact-agnostic approach, as comparison activities require
objects of relevance to be identified in each case.
When asked to date and interpret the artefact, participants stated that they would have preferred an open text
box, since they felt limited with the multiple choice
answers presented. More generally, they found these highly
structured, closed questions problematic, as they were ‘not
able to justify answers’ (Participant 2—focus group session). Making clarifications such as these is key in interpreting information, particularly where arguments for
alternative answers may be made, and closed structures for
representing responses do not allow the user to share their
opinion effectively. Similar difficulties in producing simple
tools to represent these types of information have been
raised by other research [4].
One of the participants noted that he would have liked to
be aware of how far in the process he was during the
activity. This was also addressed in the next iteration of the
system, as in some cases participants focused too much on
an early activity and subsequently rushed though the later
stages.

3 2nd study: designing an experience for informal
museum visiting
Given the perceived potential of this form of technology
for learning in visual analysis and interpretation in museums, a second study was designed focused on testing this
concept with the general public. This study built on the
existing prototype system, integrating suggested improvements. In this case it was intended that the system would
support informal learning, as we were also interested to see
whether this approach provided an engaging and enjoyable
activity for informal visits to a museum space. In evaluating our approach with both formal and informal learning
scenarios, we aim to explore whether a technology could
be suitable for use in both settings and so support a larger
user base including multiple kinds of museum visitor. In
addition, opportunities to increase the attention and procedural knowledge of informal learners could provide a
pathway for them to take a greater interest in formal education around the subject.
3.1 Prototype design
As participants in the initial study commented on both the
value of the structured activity while noting that it could be
overly restrictive to their expressive abilities, three different types of experience were designed for the second study.
Through these we aimed to further explore potential
improvements to the approach:
A highly structured activity very similar to the activity
carried out during the first study (see Table 1). Improvements identified in the first study were integrated into this
deployment such as changing some ambiguous wording for
questions and making pages shorter to minimise the need
for scrolling
A semi-structured activity was designed following a
defined path, but the answers expected from the users were
more open. For example, the multiple choice answers were
replaced with open text boxes.
An unstructured activity was used in a similar form to
the first study. This was an open activity that facilitated the
collection of multimedia materials from the artefacts, but
did not include specific tasks.
A modification that was implemented in all the cases
was to include an overview of the activity at the beginning,
such that users had greater awareness of the entire activity,
and should therefore have the awareness to pace themselves appropriately.
Since this study was aimed at the general public and was
to be conducted with a larger group of participants, the
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research team identified a different setting, with a larger
number of artefacts accessible for the public; Nottingham
Castle Museum and Galleries. The exhibition The Treasures of Nemi: Finds from the Sanctuary of Diana focused
on the artefacts excavated in 1885 in a temple built in the
mid sixth century BC near Rome and represented an
excellent example of ancient material culture. Working in
collaboration with the curator of the exhibition, the
research team identified three artefacts to focus the interpretation experience on during the second study: Double
Herm, a double-face head depicting a young man and an
old man; Fundilia Rufa, a portrait of a woman on top of a
draped herm; and Asklepius, a composite sculpture consisting of face and torso.
Each participant carried out two different activities, one
more structured than the other. In contrast with the first
study, participants were allocated to different series of
activities. Three paths were designed, and each of the
participants took part in two types of activities in sequence
as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Unstructured activity ? Semi structured activity (5
people in total experienced this path)
Highly structured activity ? Unstructured activity (4
people in total accessed this path)
Semi structured activity ? Unstructured activity (5
people in total carried out this path)

3.2 Evaluation
The second study took place at the Nottingham Castle
Museums and Galleries. Over 2 days, the research team
received participants in three sessions per day at the
exhibition space. Each of the sessions was planned to last
an hour and including an introduction on the technology
and two activities.
A total of 15 participants were recruited, but one withdrew
from the study, leaving 14 participants, none of whom had a
formal knowledge in classics or the analysis of artefacts. As
in the first study, since there was no reliable wireless network
at this location, participants accessed the activity from the
mobile devices provided through a laptop acting as a Wi-Fi
hotspot and hosting the server for the interpretation system.
Before carrying out the task, participants were invited to
walk around the gallery space and familiarise themselves
with the exhibition. Participants were then provided with a
mobile device and invited to proceed with their selected
path. Participants were advised to spend around 20 min on
each activity. Afterwards, participants were given an
interpretation of the artefacts written by an expert on the
subject, to compare with their answers. They then provided
feedback on their experiences with both the technology and
the activity, through a survey and short discussion.
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3.3 Findings
As this second trial had a greater number of participants
and therefore offered a larger amount of media to analyse.
Generally participants enjoyed the experience of using the
mobile platform: Twelve of the fourteen participants who
completed the study reporting a positive experience, with
the remaining two feeling frustrated due to technical issues
with uploading media that slowed their progress.
3.3.1 Analysing reflections
Within each task participants produced a series of reflections about each artefact, using a range of media (text,
photos, audio recordings and video). In the first stage of
analysing these reflections, all media submitted by each
participant was collated, then broken down in elements that
describe/discuss a single aspect of the artefact and are
meaningful in isolation. Across the media produced by the
14 participants that completed the experience a total of 157
elements were identified, containing a mix of text, photos,
audio recordings and video recordings.
3.3.2 Use of multimedia
While none of the participants specifically mentioned
media capture strategies or preferences, looking at the
number of types of media used, and the frequency of using
particular media types to capture elements reveals varied
approaches to the tasks, as illustrated in Table 1. For
example, P1 preferred to use more than one type of media
to describe elements, while P5 only ever used a single
media type to describe a given element (Table 2).
In general text and photos are by far the most popular
media for communication of elements. Nearly a quarter of
the elements were described with the use of more than one
type of media, showing there is some value in allowing the
use of multiple media types within tasks. P8 was unusual in
having a strong preference for using audio in comparison
with other media. Video was used sparsely, but overall, the
findings suggest high individual variability in the styles of
media use, within the structures given.
3.3.3 Thematic analysis: types of engagement
with the artefact
In order to explore how the relationships between the
capture of elements and engagement with the artefacts, a
thematic analysis was performed [2] to categorise elements
in terms of interaction with and consideration of the artefact. A total of four themes were identified through this
analysis.
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Table 2 Breakdown of use of media to describe artefact elements by
participant
ID

Text

Photo

P1

3

P2

10

8

4

P3

4

4

2

P4

5

2

0

0

1

6

P5

5

9

0

0

0

14

P6

9

9

7

0

6

18

P8
P9

2
10

1
7

7
0

1
2

1
4

10
15

P10

5

4

1

0

2

8

P11

6

3

1

0

2

10

P12

10

11

2

1

5

19

P13

1

9

1

1

1

10

P14

9

6

1

1

4

13

P15

0

1

0

0

0

1

Tot.

79

78

30

7

38

157

5

Audio
4

Video
0

Multimedia

Total elements

5

7

1

5

18

0

2

8

Duplication (18 elements) These elements involved
simple re-creation of the information provided by the
museum and represent a low level of engagement. For
example, recording:
‘Hemicycle room where the sculptures of the
Emperor Tiberius and his sons Germanicus and
Drusus were also found.’ P5 text, an exact copy of
the text on the plinth beside the artefact.
Description (77 elements) Description elements involve a
higher level of engagement in order to identify or pick out
interesting aspects of the artefact and describe them in
some detail. This theme is common when participants used
only photographs to focus on an aspect of the artefact
without providing text- or audio-based reflections. This
type of engagement was the most common and evident
across all types of elements.
Personal reflection (5 elements) In a few elements participants enhance descriptions with reflections about how
the artefact relates to their personal experiences. While this
theme was rare, it was important as it shows how participants could draw on other experiences in order to complete
the activities. For example:
‘Personally I feel put off by the brashness and
haughtiness in the work. There doesn’t seem to be a
deeper layer to its rather unsophisticated celebration
of masculine divinity and the structural damage
incurred has left an impoverished image’ P3 text
Interpretation (57 elements) It was relatively common for
participants to interpret elements and make implications

about the artefact that go beyond the obvious or highly
visible aspects of the artefact. These elements are evidence
of high level of engagement as participates are internalising
information about the artefact in order to extrapolate
something about it. For example:
‘The sculpture is in good state, clearly showing the
different parts it is made of. However it misses some
parts such as the arms which can be inferred by the
presence of iron fixings at the shoulders.’ P2, text.
3.3.4 Thematic analysis: focal elements
In order to explore the types of elements identified by
participants, a second thematic analysis was performed,
this time focusing on what aspect of the object(s) were
being considered by the participant. A total of eight themes
were identified through this analysis.
Comparison between artefacts (16 elements) These elements describe the artefact in relation to other historical
artefacts. These types of element are only present in the
semi- and high-structured activities when comparison with
other artefacts is explicitly elicited. This suggests making
these sorts of comparisons is not something a non-expect
will consider unless prompted. For example:
‘Similarities appear in the clothing with a long tunic
and a mantle worn over it in both artefacts.’ – P11,
text
Overview (30 elements)
Discussing the artefact as a
whole, this type of element was one of only two types in
which interpretations were the most common form of
engagement. For example:
‘Seems quite forlorn or wistful’ P9 text.
Components (42 elements) Looking at parts of the artefact in isolation, at times in order to gain insight into the
nature of the artefact as a whole. This was by far the most
common type of element described as most participants
described multiple components for each task they
performed.
Construction methods (16 elements) A few participants
described the process and tools used to produce the artefact
as well as the materials used, but generally only when
specifically prompted by the content of the highly structured task. For example:
‘Plaster cast made at the end of 1800 of an original of
stone.’ – P2 text
‘Plaster and originally seated on a stone plinth.’ P5
audio recording accompanied by identical text.
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Current location (10 elements) These elements are
explorations into the current physical location of the artefact and tended to involve description. For example P14
recorded a short video pointing away from the artefact and
panning 360 degrees around the room.
Damage/condition (22 elements) Identifying any damage
to the artefact or describing its current condition in more
general terms. The interpretation type of engagement as
defined above was relatively common in these elements, as
participants tended to theorise about the reasons for the
current condition of the artefact. For example see Fig. 5.
Discovery location (10 elements) Where and how the
artefact was discovered (in modern times), these elements
are almost all based on the information provided by the
museum on wall plaques. This type of element was the
most commonly liked with duplication with 9 of the 10
elements simple copying information provided by the
museum. This suggests that more might be done to support
personal interpretation around the discovery location, to go
beyond these simple duplication strategies.
‘Hemicycle room where the sculptures of the
Emperor Tiberius and his sons Germanicus and
Drusus were also found.’ P5 text, accompanied by a
photo of a wall plague with identical text.
Provenance (11 elements) When and why the artefact
was created. While this could be seen as a sub theme of
overview, the nature of these elements was qualitatively
different with more obvious narrative aspects. For
example:
‘It might have been a dedication to the temple of a
freed slave who wanted to honour his previous mistress who freed him and was at the same time the
priestess at the temple in whose theatre he performed
as an actor.’ P11 text.

The relative frequency of elements in these themes
suggests that participants are more inclined to talk about
the physically presence of the artefact rather than more
conceptual aspects. The more common themes of overview, components and damage/condition elements generally focus the physicality of the artefacts rather than the
more reflective or implied concepts such as provenance,
discovery location or personal reflection.
3.3.5 Individual experiences
Next we explore how the data captured provided a picture
of the experience of individual participants. Here, we
describe the experiences of three participants in detail in
order to bring to light contrasting themes.
Example 1: The confidence to interpret P5 is a postdoctoral researcher in a physics department with minimal
interest in art and antiquity. She was assigned to ‘path c’, a
semi-structured interpretation of Asklepius followed by an
unstructured interpretation of the Double Herm.
It was clear that P5 was not initially comfortable with
the first interpretation task, as on several occasions she
asked the researcher if she was doing the correct thing, and
repeatedly cited her lack of experience in this area. She
used a combination of photos and text to capture seven
elements, often relying on replication of the text provided
on the plaque next to the artefact.
Despite the unstructured nature of their second interpretation task, the elements recorded by P5 show clearly
that they were following the structure presented in the first
tasks, by first describing the various components of the
artefact before offering some well thought-out interpretations, such as stating that:
‘The rasp marks on the left side of the chest suggest
that another material, or different coloured marble,
would have covered this area of the shoulder.’ P5
text, Double Herm.
Discussions with P5 after the study revealed that while
they found task 1 quite difficult, given their lack of
knowledge, being exposed to the process used by professionals gave them the confidence to make interpretations of
their own during task two. Her feedback focused on the
value of this type of technology to empower members of
the public, stating that:
‘It breaks a lot of barriers allowing communication
and interaction.’ Feedback from P5
At the same time, P5 also suggested that there was a
steep learning curve associated with the semi-structured
task that they had encountered first.

Fig. 5 Image captured from the rear of ‘Double Herm’ by P12
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Example 2: Noticing the details P12 is a Software
Developer with a passing interest in History. During the
study briefing he mentions that he often visits museums,
but does not have great understanding of the artefacts he
sees. He was assigned to ‘path b’ a highly structured then
unstructured activity looking at Fundilia Rufa and Double
Herm in turn.
During task one he described a total of 14 elements
providing insights across a range of themes including
Construction Methods, Provenance, Components and
Overview. P12 got very close to the artefact throughout the
activity, capturing video and still close-up images of the
artefact which he accompanied with text descriptions. For
example, when describing Damage/Condition he squeezed
behind the plinth on which the exhibit was placed in order
to capture images of some signs of damage facing the wall
and generally exploring the aspects of the artefact that were
hidden from the casual observer, see Fig. 5.
Again during task two, without the structure of microtasks to guide him, he went out of his way to investigate the
details of the artefact and went on to draw conclusions
based on what he finds. Similarly to P5, he applies the
processes he was exposed to during a more structured
activity to guide his exploration of the second artefact.
‘I can now see that there are flat plains where this (the
hair) would have joined.’ P12, text.
P12’s feedback highlighted an appreciation for the
detailed guidance provided in the highly structured task,
which led him to explore the artefact in more depth than he
otherwise would have. He enjoyed having specific questions to go out and answer and then continued to explore
these details with the second artefact unguided, stating that:
‘It was good being led through the analysis of the
artefacts in a structured way. It made me think about
them in more detail. I noticed details that I wouldn’t
have seen otherwise’. Feedback from P12.
Example 3: The importance of effective scaffolding P15 was one of only two participants who took part
in the activity on their own, as while it was an individually
focused experience, most participants were physically
sharing the space with one to three others who took part
simultaneously. She is a Lecturer in History and had no
previous experience of classics or the interpretation of
historical artefacts. She was assigned to ‘path a’ consisting
of an unstructured experience with Rufa followed by a
semi-structured activity with Asklepious.
This participant really struggled with the unstructured
activity, ultimately only providing overview images of the
artefact without any explanatory text, video, or audio.

During the task she moved around the exhibit looking at
plaques describing Rufa and other artefacts. During her
second task she did not record any elements, reporting that
she did not know the answers to the questions and lacked
the confidence to offer up her own interpretations. She
explained that:
‘I expected to be given some information about the
artefacts in addition to what was on the wall’ feedback from P15.
Discussions with the participant during and after the
experience revealed two key factors that led to her generally negative experience. Firstly, as she performed the task
on her own and during a quiet period, she felt unsupported
without any peers with whom to relate or take a lead from.
As noted by other researchers [7, 14] this feedback highlights the value of peer support when engaging with mobile
learning technologies.
Secondly, the fact that she experienced the unstructured
activity first meant that she felt unsupported by the technology, as it simply presented open questions with minimal
advice on how to go about answering them. Following on
from this she did not engaged with the second task in any
meaningful way, reading some of the information but not
capturing anything. She noted that:
‘I felt the questions were putting me on the spot and I
reacted by brain-blanking.’ Feedback from P15
This highlights the impact of ordering, as well as of the
nature of the scaffolding. Here, it could be argued that an
initial lack of support caused the participant to lose confidence and ultimately disengage from the activity.
These three examples highlight both the potential of the
prototype system and potential pitfalls to avoid when
deploying it ‘in the wild’. Drawing together the findings
from both studies, the next section will explore implications of this work for wider practice for deploying personal
and ubiquitous computing technologies in museum
settings.

4 Discussion
Our findings highlight that this type of approach could be
used to mediate structures for interpretation that are
devised by experts, and delivered via technology and the
user generation of media. By exploring this through both
formal and informal learning, we have managed to unpack
some of the issues around varied levels of expertise, confidence, and motivation to engage with this process. In
relation to this, our discussion focuses on drawing implications from the results of structuring of the activities, and
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the use of multiple media types in engaging users in these
activities.
4.1 Structure, scaffolding and confidence
The scaffolding provided by the structured activities was
appreciated by many of the participants and particularly
those with less prior knowledge and experience. This
observation is in line with findings from formal education,
where scripting of activities by technology is often recommended [7, 24]. It was not clear at the beginning of the
project how this could work within the context of museum
visiting outside of formal education, given the considerable
differences between the two contexts [6]. As an example
the impact of this approach, 30 s of ‘dwell time’ is considered to be the normal expectation of visitor attention per
artefact [13]. In both our studies, we found that participants
engaged with each artefact for far longer, usually over
30 min. This behaviour suggests that structures taken from
formal settings can be successfully used to encourage
active engagement with museums objects, supporting
transitions from capture to more systematic descriptions
and personal interpretations.
While our focus was on providing procedures for
museum visitors to follow, additional information and
resources were effective in supporting comparisons with
relevant artefacts from collections outside of the museum.
This expands the process of interpretation beyond the
pieces available to view and provides the visitor with
information that the expert would be aware of, alongside
the scaffolding of an interpretation process. In this sense,
we augment both the procedural and factual knowledge of
the user. While procedural knowledge was the greater
focus of our interest, our findings suggest that intertwining
this will relevant factual resources is beneficial. However,
this produces a tension in terms of an artefact-agnostic
approach to structuring media creation, as relevant material
for an object must be identified to form part of the system.
From our studies, it would appear that there were both
cognitive and affective benefits of this scaffolding. In
cognitive terms, interpretation skills such as attending to
perceptually subtle details that provide important clues to
interpretation would have otherwise been missed. In
affective terms, it was clear that participants became more
confident to make an interpretation, rather than just look
superficially or state an obvious interpretation. At the same
time, and in line with the accepted approaches to scaffolding learning in formal education, our findings suggest
that it is important to support the fading these structures
when the user has built the knowledge and confidence to no
longer find it useful. The affective support provided by the
scaffolding was also noticeable, and this benefit is in line
with the original account of scaffolding theory [26], which
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often only been addressed cognitively in the subsequent
literature.
Particularly in formal education, there is a desire to
demonstrate ability that requires that structures may be
removed. But conversely, the mobile-in-museum context is
not ideal for building coherent arguments, and media creation structured around a generic artefact interpretation
process could still enhance the ability of the capable user to
produce useful, well-organised outcomes from their visits.
4.2 Capturing media as engagement
with interpretation
Capturing media during museum visits is a common, yet
somewhat controversial activity [1]. Smartphones and
other mobile devices offer ever more sophisticated possibilities for this [3]. As such, our aim was to harness various
forms of digital media as a form of active engagement with
the objects, beyond passive viewing. In designing our
structured experiences, smartphone functionality allowed
four types of data capture—text, audio, images, and
video—to be suggested as the means of producing a
response.
Our findings suggest that there is greater comfort with
recording images and text, and a particular concern with
recording voice into audio and video, due to the potential
for interruption to others in the space, and a lack of norms
of performing this type of media capture. However, there
was evidence of the value of video and audio where it was
used, and further design work could look to integrate this
better, both in terms of the technology, and in the design of
the museum exhibit themselves. For example, certain
spaces in an exhibit could be identified in which recording
voice was explicitly welcomed by the museum.
The creation of a photograph or other media offers
potential for the individual to choose their own method and
style [15], while also working within the suggested structure as discussed in the previous section. For example,
taking different approaches to ‘systematic description’ by
partitioning up the artefact as was seen fit. Producing
media is often a natural response to visiting experiences.
As suggested by [5], the structured, yet personal, multimedia outcomes of these interpretation processes could
become valuable mementos, which would act as a further
motivation and framing to take part in these activities.
The thematic analysis of the outcomes of the second
trial presented above provides a first conceptual basis for
designing further activities using this approach, and for
exploring the aims that might be achieved. For example,
we can argue that the observed duplication of information
from official sources such as information panels is
indicative of a failure to provoke or support individual
interpretation. Designers may also consider that a positive
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outcome would include a balance of overview elements
showing interpretation and components that highlight that
the user is ‘noticing the details’.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a novel approach to utilising expert procedural knowledge in the interpretation of
artefacts in museums. We find evidence that structured
capture of media has potential to engage, increase understanding, and promote confidence amongst informal visitors to museums, and also has potential to support formal
learning activities. One issue to consider in designing such
experiences is the combination of abstract interpretation
structures, which can be applied across artefacts, and the
provision of informational content that is relevant to a
particular artefact.
Our exploration of this area has suggested a number of
avenues for further research and development. Firstly,
there is potential for collecting and sharing these interpretations as a way of crowdsourcing museum visiting
experiences. Structures for interpretation could also act as
structures that make data usable in a variety of ways, from
collecting interpretations and media to assessments of how
the public view a particular artefact. The process and
outcomes may have value as part of opening up authority
and supporting personal interpretation in the museum, as
part of formal education, informal learning, and in
crowdsourcing structured interpretations of artefacts.
In formal learning, structuring interpretation activities
through a procedure that follows a professional vision
could provide a way that students could visit sites of
interest with some of the benefits of expert supervision.
These could also lead to ‘embodied assessments’ that test
the student’s abilities in situ, rather than requiring them to
complete written assignments and exams that are detached
from the subjects and contexts of their work. In informal
museum visits, the potential to increase confidence in the
public’s ability to interpret artefacts could provide a means
to opening up of authority in the museum, a key trend as
these institutions aim to increase their audience and form
new types of relationship with them.
Finally, as wearable and mobile technologies augment
our senses and make both providing guidance in situ, and
the capture of media from our surroundings even more
accessible, the capacity to structure our interpretation of
the world around us becomes ever more central to HCI.
Allowing users to follow expert procedures while still
having flexibility and autonomy within these structures
appears as a very attractive way to augment experience.
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